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The present invistigatiuos ottomp Wd to (1) develop a conceptual model for investigating student naval aviatov (SNA) per.
V ~formance In Primary flight training; (2) Isolate, with the use of the modal, those behaviors wilthin the Spin Man-tuver which are

judged to be recurring student pilot errors; (3) attess the criticality of these errors as they relate to the grades a student receives,
and (4) provide behavioral definitions of the global skills, Basic Airwork, lHeadwork, and Proccedures,

A procedural type of task analysis was performed on the Spin Maneuver. The necessary responses to each display and
control both within and outside the aircraft were specified on a sequential continuumn, Within each of these sequential com*
ponents, a highly elemontal approach (i~e., emphasis on the simultaneous Individual responses to each display end control at
each point In time) was taken to that it was possible to Isolate the required simultaneous response configuration at any given
point throughout tho maneuver. An objectively structurod questionnaire was developed using these individual task elements
as the basic Item pool, alid ad'ninistarod to a sample of 97 f light Iintructors Iin Primary f light training.

The results of this Investigation Indicated that tho recurring student errors within the Rpin Maneuver could be Isolated
using this typo bf approach. Further, the definitions for the terms Pasic Airwork, Headwork and Procedures and what con.
stitutes a "critical" error were set forth.V
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SUMMARY PAGE

PROBLEM

The present investigation attempted to (1) develop a conceptual model 'I
for investigating student naval aviator (SNA) performance in Primary flight train-

ing; (2' isolatb, with the use of the model, those behaviors within the Spin Man-
euver which are judged to be recurring student pilot errors; (3) assess the
nriticality of these errots as they relate to the grades a student receives; and
(4) provide behavioral definitions of the global skills, Basic Airwork, Headwork,
and Procedures,

FINDINGS

A procedural type of to sk analysis was performed on the Spin Maneuver.
The necessary responses to each display and control both within and outside the
aircraft were specified on a sequential continuum, Within each of these s'3quen-
tial components, a highly elemental approach (i~e, , emphasis on the simultaneous :
individual responses to each display and control at each point in time) was taken 3

so that it was possible to isolate the required simultaneous response configura--
tion at any given point throughout the maneuver. An objectively structured
questionnaire was developed using these individual task elements as the basic
item pool, and administered to a sample of 97 flight instructors in Primary flight
training.

The results of this investigation indicated that the recurring student
errors within the Spin Maneuver could bu isolated using this type of approach.
Further, the definitions for the terms IBasic Airwork, Headwork and Procedures
and what constitutes a "critical" error were set forth,
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INTRODUCTION

In most cases Primary flight training is the student naval aviator's
(SNA) first encounter with flying an aircraft. Basic skills acquixed during this
phase generalize to later stages of training, The vast potpourri of visual

scanning and control movement responses which the SNA learns will provide the
basis from which the highly refined skills required to successfully fly opera-
tional types of aircraft will emerge. Due to the importance of the development
of these basic skills, one of the flight instructor's primary concerns is tho

j detection of errors the student pilot makes, and the subsequent correction of
these errors. The present research effort was directed toward the isolation of
recurrtng problem areas in the development of these basic flying skills through
the utilization of a combined task analysis - rating form and a conceptual model
of pilot behavior.

A Conc2ptual Model of Pilot Behavior

Pilot behavior during the execution of a flight maneuver can be char-
acterized in numerous ways. At the most elemental level, it can be described as
the execution of a fixed set of scanning and control movement responses in a
prescribed sequence over time, Accordingly, three major dimens.ions of interest
emerge, that of time, type, and time/type. Along the first dimension of time, the
performance of any flight maneuver can be viewed as a set of procedural opera-
tions arranged in a sequential manner, The entire maneuver can be cuncep-
tualizt I as a sequential set of distinct procedural operations. For hrevity, each
procedural operation will be termed a sequential step.

Within the time dimension, the execution of a flight maneuver can also be
categorized according to successive aircraft chantes in airspeed, power sltting,
configurai Ion or Li one or more of the four fundamental flight attitudes that corn.--
prise the maneuver, Changes in aircraft configuration would include the raising
and lowering of the flaps or landing gear. Aircraft alterations in flight attitude
would include going fr,.. "Ither straight and level flight, a turn, climb or des.-
cent to one of the othrr three attitudes, During shra:ght and level flight, the air-
craft remains in balanced flight on a constant heading; and altitude with the wings
level at any airspeed. In a turn, the flight heading is altered by ipplying coordi-
nated aileron and rudder '.n the direction of the desired turn, During a climb,
the aircraft gains altitude while maintaining a constant airspeed. During a des-
cent, the aircraft loses altitude w,,hile maintaining a constant airspeed, In addi-
Lion to these four fundar ,ental flight attitudes, two combinations are possible,
ascending and descending turns. T,.,.Se modifications in flight attitude, aircraft
configuration anu the increasing or uecroasing in the poý.er setting, affect the
airspeed by causing the aircraft to go either faster or slower.

•--••---•- • *•, -•. • ,• • , •• . -I



O:j the basis of these changes affecting the aircraft, it is possible to
characterize a maneuver according to transitions from one aircraft modification
to another. Thus, the sequential steps involved in the execution of a maneuver,
along with their elemental scanning and control respo-Ases, can further be
divided according to these aircraft modifications, Each successive aircraft modi-
fication during a maneuver will be termed sequential hase.

trlr In summary, it is possible to categorize the elemental scanning and con-
trol responses of a flight maneuver along the temporal dimension as follows: (1)
those comprising a conceptually distinct procedural operation are collectively
referred to as a sequential stop; and (2) those sequential steps involving the
same aircraft changeb in flight attitude, configuration, power setting and air-
speed are collectively referred to as a sequential phase. It is apparent that such
a taxonamy forms a hierarchy in which the elemental scanning and control
responses form the base, Sequential steps form the first order level of analysis,
while the sequential phases form the second order level,

The second major dimension of interest is a categorization of scanning
and control movement responses according to a typology of behavior. Individual
task elements are grouped according to similarity of function, For example,
"scanning the horizon for proper nose attitude" is performed numerous times
throughout most maneuvers, Consequently, these individual elements can be
grouped according to their similarity of function. Such an arrangement of
functionally equivalent task elements are collectively referý^ed to as a task
el.e~mnt group,.

The flight path of an aircraft can be viewed as a function of control in
the three major axes; pitch, roll, arid yaw, Changes in the fundamental flight
attitudes involve changes in one or more of these control axes, For the most
part, control of the three flight axes is a continuous behavioral function, For

example, proper control in the pitch axis involves continuout, scanning for pro--
per nose attitude and control of the elevatorn In addition to these continuous
functions which are performed simultaneously throughout flight, there are car-
tain discrete activities which are performed only during certain steps of the
maneuver. During the spin, for example, the pilot must close the throttle
completely at one particular point, Such a bthavior would be termed a disk..rete
control response. In addition to control responses, there are discrete scanning
responses which must also be executed at specific points throughout a maneuver.

.1

Taken as a whole, five distinct task activities can be identified which
categorize the various task element groupings, Accoidingly, pilot behavior dur-
ing the execution of any maneuver can be % iewed as a series of discrete and
continuous control and scanning responses, Continuous control in the pitch,

2
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roll, and yaw axes in conjunction with discrete visual scanning and discrete
control movement responses form the basis of most pilot behavior,

Thus far, individual task elements have been categorized according to
time and type of behavior. The execution of a maneuver may also be considered
the synthesis of these two dimensions, In other words, the interaction of type of
behavior with time of occurrence is of critical importance rnd forms the third
dimension to the conceptual model, that of time/type. Although several alterna-
tives were possible, two levels of analysis were believed to hold the greatest
potential within the time/type dimension, that of task element by sequential
step and task activity by sequential step. The three dimensions of time, type,
and time/type and the six levels of analysis comprising these dimensions are
summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1,

Development of a Probabilistic Approach to Error Isolation A _

As indicated earlier, the major emphasis of the present investigation was
directed toward the isolation of the most recurrent student pilot errors, It
seemed that the most meaningful approach would be to define the importance of
an error in terms of it" probability of occurrence, In other words, for a given
error category, what is the probability that it will be committed by the average
student during primary flight training?

Since each elemental scanning and control response represents a
potential error, four questions seemed to be of importance. First, what is the
probability that the average student will commit this error? Second, since the

student becomes more proficient over time, what is the conditional probability
that the error will occur by the time all maneuvers have been introduced (Hopnsid
9)ta Third, what is the conditional probability that the instructor will consider
the error to involve Headwork, Basic Airwork, or Procedures? After each hop,
the instructor is required to rate the student on these three global items? Fourth,
what is the conditional probability that the student will receive a Below Average
or Unsatisfactory rating if he commits the error? The answer to these four
questions would provide Information concerning the frequenc of n error, its
persistence over time, the type of behavior the error represents, and its judged
Sorittcalit1Z by the initructor. Following the conceptual model proposed above,
these questions can be dealt with along the specific dimensions of time, type,
and time/type. Therefore, the most elemental tasks can be combined into several
meaningful categories with probability statements assigned at all levels of
analysis.

3



•. Table 1

!.!•,. Descriptions of the Levels of Analyses i

" Dimension Level Description !

!"A. TIME Sequential Step - arrangement of those task elements per- i
•i ~forming the same procedural operation concurrently.
S~Sixteen are contained in the spin,

l• ~Sequential Phase - arrangement of those sequential steps

il ~ figuration, airspeed or power setting. Five are con-

• ~tained in the spin.

B, TYPE Task Element Group - arrangement of those task elements

performing the same perceptual or psychomotor function
• throughout the maneuver, Seventeen are contained in the

spin.

Task Activity' - arrangement of those task element groups
• performing the same discrete or continuous perceptual.-
S~psychomotor function throughout the maneuver. Five
,• are contained in the spin.

h4

C. TYPE/TIME Task Element/Sequential Step - arrangement of tasks
which are performed concurrently. Sixty-eight are
•:ontained in the spin,.

Task Activity/Sequential Step -. arrangement of the task
elements which are performing the same perceptual-
psychomotor operation concurrently. Forty-one are



Figure 1
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TASK ELEMENT - TASK ELEMENTS -- SEQUENTIAL
GROUPS By Sequential Steps a STEPS
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In summary, the successful execution of any maneuver can be concep-
tualized as a series of responses to external cues as well as to the displays and
controls within the aircraft. To adequately describe each maneuver, it is
necessary to define the required set of simultaneous responses for each of the
sjquential steps. In this way, both the parallel and serial processing require-
ments for each maneuver can be outlined within the proposed conceptual model.
With the help of this model ard its three dimensions of time, type, and time/type,
mearingful estimates of error frequenc> at several leveis of analysis can be
gon, rated.

As stated previously, the present research effort was directed toward
the Isolation of the most important problem areas the student pilot encounters
during Primary flight training. Specifically, the aims of the present investi-

. ggatior. were to: (1) select those maneuvers taught during primary flight training
ki which provide the most difficulty to student pilots; (2) develop highly detailed

descriptionu of these maneuvers; (3) isolate those behaviors within these maneu-
vers which are judged to bh recurring student pilot errors; (4; assess the criti-
cality of these errors as they relate to the grades a student receives; and (5)
p ',vide behavioral definitions of those global skills, Basic Airwork, Headwork. V
anLi Procedures.

M E-17H 10 D

Due to the relatively large number of maneuvers which the student is
required to learn during primary training, only those wbre selected for analysis
which were considered to provide the most recurring problems. From the pre-
sent grading lorms used during Primary flight training, maneuvers were
selected by considering the item distilbutions of "Below Averages" (BA) and
"Unsatisfactories" (U) . Those mineuvers were selected for further analysis
which produced the highest number of Below Average and Unsatisfacto-y ratings.
Using this rationale, six maneuvers were selected. These included the spin, A

the approach-turn stall, slow flight, tha high al'titude emergency, standard
field entry, full flap approach/landing/takeoff. Performance on these six
maneuvers was considered to be highly indicative of the student's overall per-
formance during Primary training. Three other items on the instructor's rating
form had higher BA's and 11'1 than the maneuvers selected; Basic Airwork, Head-
work and Procdures. As indicated, these items do not lend themselves to
detailed descriptions, since they are global skills ,ncompassing all maneuvers.
Appendix A contains a description of the flight syllabus and number of flight
hours in the Pre-Solo and Precision stages of training at VT I, the Navy's
Primary flight training squadron.
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The task analysis procedure seemed to offer a workable methuovology for
the development of detailed maneuver descriptions. Accordingly, each maneu-
ver was divided into a number of sequential steps, For each step, the scanning
and control movement responses to be performed concurrently were specified.
These individual elemental responses formed the basis of the resulting maneu-
ver descriptions.

The actual development of theso descriptions entailed a series of check
pzocedures and revisions. The initial task analysis was written using the
training command T-34 Primary Maneuver Description handbook (1)T. 'hese
initial analyses were checked for completeness and accuracy by a small sample
of flight instructors (N = 7) assigned to VT--1. O the basis of their comments,
suggestions, and criticisms, revisions were , and ". roofed" by a second set
of instructors (N = 4) . F;ollowing this second screening, revisions were again
made leading to the final maneuvex descriptions, Appendix B contains the
final G8 task elements presented to the instructors in a questionnaire format,

It seemed reasonable that the flight instructors assigiied to the Primary
training squadron should best be able to assess the frequency of student pilot
errors in terms of the detailed maneuver descriptions, Accordingly, a rating
form was developed for each maneuver in which the individual task elements
form l the basic item pool. In tun attempt to 1eet the objctives' of tile study, It---I

following questions were asked about each task elemant, First, did the elemol-
tal respnnse represent an error which was committod by the average student?
In the eyeet the answer was "no", the instructc- proceeded to dl~e next item,
Othc.rwise, heanswe ed the ronvlining questions,. Next, the instructor esti-
mater.' "tile to correct" or simply the hop number by which the error was nor--
really corri, cted, The subsequent question concerned the instructor's judgement
centering type of errorT, The item was to be rated an eirror involving either
Basic: Airwor k, ltkadworl, or r'ro,'edures , Lastly , the it,nm was to he judged
"critical" or "non--critical.1" In the event the instructor would give the student a

felow-.Averaf lni or instisfnctory rating for committing the error, thu item was, to
ho, rated "lcr ;iul" °l~l, 11:s questionnaire was given to a sal,,ple of 97 fHight
instructors assigned toVT I . Appendix C contains the questionnaire'sl,'or,-
ward, Instructions, Biographical Information page, and Parts A and C of the
maneuiver description rPart 13 of the maneuver dscription is the G18 task ele-
nents presented in Appendix 13.

From tb. instructor's responses to the individual items several urror
estimates were computed. 'The next two paragraphs wv.ere outlined in the Intro-
cluction, but due to the novel approach to error isolation as outlUned in this )iapi:,
the authors felt these ideas should be repeatcd. The probability thdt an item
represented an error committed by the av(ýrage student was Cstimated from the
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percentage of instructors responding to that particular item, The resulting
estimates are termeci probability of error frequency. The probability that the
error occurred after Hop 9 was estimated from the percentage of instructors
Indicating that the error was normally corrected by Hop 10 or beyond. Such
estimates are labeled probability of error persistence. The probability a
student would receive a Below Average or Unsatisfactory in the event he corn--
mitted the error was estimated from the percentage of instructors nmarking the
item "critical," These estimates are Lrmed probability of errcr criticality.
The probabilities that an error was perceived as representing Basic Airwork,

-.Headwork, or Procedures was estimated by the percentages of instructors mark-
iLg these three categories and are referred to as probability for type of error.
All estimates of error frequency, error persistence, error criticality, and type
of error were conditional probabilities in that they were based only upon the
responses of those individuals Indicating the item to bn ar. error committed by

the average student.

These estimates were computed for each of the task elements as well as
various higher level categories, For some of the higher level categories, such
as the levels of analysis in both the time and typo dimensions, an additional
measure was computed, the expacted number of errors, This measure is
another way of stating probability of error frequency, and is an estimate of the
number of errors committed by the average student on this maneuver through-.
"out Primary flight training (all hops) . Such an estimate seemed appropriate
whenever categories consisted of mult.ple task elements. Furthermore, esti-
mates of error frequency, persistence, and criticality for higher order cate-
gories reflected the probabilities that aL least one error would be committed,
occur after Hop 9, or be considered critical from the pool of individual task
elements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The maneuver L) be presented in this report is the spin, The follow-
ing description of the maneuver i,; contained in the T-34 Primary Maneuver
Description handbook (1) . This maneuver is introduced on Ilop 7.

PRECISION SPIN (LEFT/RIGH'r) (MINIMUM IENNTRY 15001)

Brief: A spin is an aggravated stall resulting in autorotatioji. The aircraft is
completely stalled, falling nose low toward the ground, following a corkscruw
p~ath through the air. Spins develop your ability to recognize their entry and
to recover promptly and automatically from unintenrtional spins, build confidenc:e,
arid teach orientation in unusual attitudes.

III



Description: Before entering the clearing turn for the spin, complete the stall
checklist, check the altitude, minimum entry altitude is 4500 feet, and select a
large landmark or prominent section line near the horizon. At the start of the
last 90-degrees of clearing turn, close the throttle, do not retrim, smoothly raise
the nose to complete the clearing turn with wings level and the nose 15-degrees
above the normal cruise attitude with 75 knots or less, Maintain this attitude
and as the stall approaches begin to apply full rudder in the direction of desir•dd
rotatior. At the stall, apply full rudder, then full back stick (straight back) .

I After two complete turns, recover by applying opposite rudder to the neutral
position, followed by forward stick to the neutral position When rotation stops,
level the wings and raise the nose to the 100-knot climb attitude. Check the oil
pressure and smoothly apply full throttle. Recovery should be made above 4
3000 feet and under 140 knots,

The completed questonnaire shown in Appendix C and the four-scale
rating form for the 68 items shown in Appendix B were administered to a sample
of 97 flight instructors, As outlined in the Introduction, the results will be

-'-,•reported according to: (1) Isolationr of' error by time; !2) isolation of error
1' according to type of behavior; and (3) isolation of error according to type of

behavior over time. Additional sections will deal with the specification of
criticality in the execution of the spin and an attempt to behaviorally define the
global skills of Basic Airwork, Headwork, and Procedures which have become
a part of naval aviation,

Error, Isolatio yTime

The 68 task leenents defining both the sequential and concurrent pro--
cessing requirements, of the Spin Maneuver comprised 16[ sequential steps
(see Appendix B) , Those sequenLial steps were further collapsed into five
sequential phases according to aircraft changes in fundamental flight attitude,
configuration, power setting and airspeed, The results of the breakdown
according to time are presented in Titble 2, For each sequential step and phasei
the number of task elements comprising each category is presented. Probability

9 estimaces of error frequency, error persistence, vad the expected numrhor of
errors are also presented,

As indicated in Table 2, the resulting probabilities of committing at
least one error (error frequency) during each sequential step andi sequential
phase were extremely high. Those steps having the lowest likelihood of student
error were a'so those comprised of the lowest number of task elemrents, Like--
wise, steps and phases with the highest number of expected errors were also
comprised of the highest number of individual elements , Thus it appears that

' . .- . n n" n i , I l I -:1' "• s. ..............""[- :•"



Table 2

Analysis of Sequontial Phases dnd Stops Within The Splin Manouver

No, of Eml. Probatbility Estimnated Prohibility
monts By For Error No, of For Error

Sacquential Phase/Stop Description Time Frequency C-rror, Persistonco

Phase A, Manouvor sat-up In cloaring tuor 19 11.000 11,2 .049

Stop 1 , Comeonceo seomnd cloarinu turn 8 079 0! .9 ! 474

Stwip 2 Close throttle in turn 2 .091 .9 .291

Step 3 • M1.intilil cluaring turn 9 ,190 l,5 .583

Phase U • Mantuvur sot-up prior to stall 14 838 6.0 ,473

Stop 4 - Roll wings lovel at th 9000 position In the a .907 3.4 .409
olvaring tur0

Stop 130 Maintain lth nose 1030 abovo thi normal 3 8806 2.0 .410
(light attitudri

Photo C Iniltiit and maih ntidn spin 09 979 b,7 .189

Stop 0 - Apply slight ruddlr prior to stall 1 .01 13 .0 0000

Stop 7 - Apply full rudder when atircraft stells 1 ,4 ,0 .003

b'tisp 80. Apply full baick stick 1 .091 .7 .04B

Step 9)- Mai1ntalin spitn throLu11h first 30100 turn 3 .8313 1.8 l0o8 s. s

Stop 10 ) Maintain slpn through souond 390; turn 3 ,1)28 2.0 ,144

Plhio D • initltate spin rtcovwry 7 1900 4,4 ,400

Stop 11 - Apply rulddir to noutral position of tor com. 2 .1166 1,2 .09B
plotioui of two turns

Stop 12 • Apply forvward stick pressuro to noutrnul pom. 1 .8117 ,9 ,200
tion

Stop 13. -R0oll wings loval 4 .0113 2,3 .316

Ph11s6 E iniltiato climbing raoovury 19 .990 9.2 1,21

Stop 14 Ralso the noso to thu 100 knot rllmblnU 7 .969 78 .372
attitkide

"atop 10 • Chock oil prssuro Oatluu 1 .711 .7 .160

Stop 16 • Add full power to canmoinoin a climb 11 .28 4.7 .400

error probability, when considered along the dimoins;iorn of time, is a function of
opportunity and perhaps alsro overload. In other words, those sequential sog-
mants requiring the largest number of responses are also thoso producing the
higheost error rates,

10



A similar pattern emerges when the probability of committing at least '1
one error after Hop 9 is considered. 'I hose steps and phases comprised of th.
larg3st number of elements tended to yield the highest probabilities of error
persistence. These results are consistent with the classical finding of degraded
performance under conditions of task overload. Recall that each sequential step
is comprised of task elements which are being performed concurrently. Those
crteps with the highest number of elements are also those in which the highest
number of multiple responses are being performed simultaneously. Consequently,
it could be expected that such conditions would lead to increased probablities
of error. The data lend support to such an hypothesis. In summary, the data
suggest that the incidence of error will be highest for those segments of the
maneuver during which the workload is greatest.

As indicated by Table 2, Phases A and E produced the highest number
of expected errors. During the maneuver set-up in the clearing turn, or Phase
A, Steps 1 and 3, which involved commencing and maintaining the clearing turn,
should be viewed as the highest potential source of error, As indicated by
Appendix B, the essential items involves proper scan for other aircraft, main-
tenance of proper angle of bank and balanced flight, and an increase in nose
attitude to reduce airspeed, During the initiation of the climbing recov.'ery
Phase E, Steps 14 and 16, which involved raising the nose and adding powcr to "V
commence a climb, are the highest potential sources of error. Prop,-, scan for
other aircraft, maintenance of proper angle of b,:,!u• 'rnd balanced flignt, and the
establishment and maintenance of proper nose attitude again emerged as impor-
tant sources of error, The arl'Itlon of full power also retpresented a significant
potential for error, These findings suggest that on a sequential time dimension,"•"• the maneuver set-up and climbing recovery vhases produce the greatest number

of errors, During Primary flight training, concentration on these phases by the
instructor will most likely roduct the greatest amount of error reduction,

Error Isolation by.Tye of _Behavior

The 68 task elements were reduced to 17 task element groups on the
basis of their functiona: equivalence, Those task element groups were further
collapsed Into five task activities, Accordingly, task element groups were
categorized into one of these activities involving continuous control of the air-
craft in the three flight axes or one of the two activities involving discrete visual
scanning or control movement rebponses. These results are presented inr
Table 3.

1''



Table 3

Analysis of Task Activities and Task Element Groups Within the Spin Maneuver

No, ol Tasks Error Estimated Error Error
Elements By iiro, fNu. ef *.!iI. Criti.

Tosk Activity/Taski Element Group Decuription Time qunllny Errors (tiae CAlatva

rask Activity A. Continuous control in pitch axis (CPI 10 1,000 11.6 .077 ,194

Taski< '-vneant Groups:
1 . Use .lavator pressure 8 1,000 63.4 .474 ,763

2 - Stior, horizon for nose attitude 6 .876 3.U .376 8108(
3 Scan airpeed Indicator 3 .784 1. ,356 .421
4 . Scan aItimeter 1 ,.3U .6 .323 .274
5 . Trim elevator pressure 1 .423 .4 .195 .122

Taok Activity H . Continuous control In toil axis (CH) 14 .979 6.0 .421 .663

Task Element Groups:
I -Ue aileron prissur', 7 918 2.0 .404 ,629
2 - Scna horizon for angle of bank 7 .918 3.4 .337 .562

Tosk Activity C - Continuous control In yaw axis (CY) 18 .)28 9,1 ,6"2 Soo

Task Elemirnt Groups:

1 . Us*e rudder pressura 10 .020 5.2 5644 .578
2. Scan ban i for balancod flight 7 .77J 3.4 .073 .253
3, Trim rudder i)riasurk 1 .636 . .260 .260

Tak Activity D • Discreat control In1 all axas (DC) 1 .969 3,.- .234 .840

Task Elements Groups:

I . Use olevator pressura 2 9:80 1.6 .222 .856
2 - tI;u rudder pramse 3 .804 1,7 .103 .679
3. Usa throttle control 2 .464 .0 .022 .489

Task Autivity I - Discrete visual scan IDS) 10 .990 ( ,1 ,.148 .701

Tpzk Elaement Groups:

1 , Scan area for otbor aircraft 3 ,897 2.0 .201) .529
2 • Scan aren for j ourticular position Ii .097 2.6 .138 .632
3 - Scan uirspeed indicator 1 6091 .7 .231)
4 Sc1n all prossure gaueo 1 .711 .7 .1UD .391

For each tusk element group and tak activity the number of tnsk elements
compris•nrg each category Is presented. ProbaLiity estimates of error il equency,
error porsistencu, error criticaliLy, and the expected r-inlber of errors is pre-
sented.
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As sernn in Table 3, the probabilities of committing at least one error for
each task element group and task activity were quite high. The only exceptions
involved discrete use of the throttle and proper trim control in the pitch and yaw
axes. The most persistent errors involved continuous control of the aircraft in A',o
the yaw axis througti the appropriate ap'plication of rudder pressure and proper 4
scanning of the ball for balanced flight. Continuous use of elevator pressure
was also a persistent source of error. ,

The task activities producing the highest number of expected errors
involved continuous control in the pitch and yaw axes. The two task element
grnups with the highest numbe" of errors involved continuous use of elevator and
rudder pressure. Considering error criticality, the task activity involving dis-
crete control produced the highest value, At the task element group level, dis.
crete use of the elevator and continuous elevatcr control produced the highest
values, In summary, it appears that p':oper elevator control (pitch axis) is per-
haps the most important skill -,he studint must learn in ord'r to successfully
execute the Spin.

Error Isolation by Type of Behavior Over Time

From the data presented for the task elements by sequential steps,
probability statements were generated for the task activity by sequential star)
olevrl of analysis. It is '.t this level rather than at the task level
that the greatest information in terms of error isolation is yielded. Each step

P represents a synthesi' of continuous control about the three flight' axes inter-
spersed with discrete control and scanning responses, It is at this level of
"analysis that the instructor can most readily detect the occurrence of an error,
Consider continuous control in the pitch axis during descent, the pilot must
continuously scan for proper nose attitude and airspeLd while continuously con-
trolling the elevator, Suppose the resultant glide slope angle is incorrect. The .
instructoi. is able to observe the improper glide slope angle but canrort observe
exactly which response is in error, 1oJoe the pilot fail to scan for proper nose
attitude, fail to scan for proper airspeed, or fail to properly control ýhe elevator?
In many cases, the inistructor is simply unable to directly observo pllot behavior
at the elemental response level. in other words, errors are most often detectable
only at the task activity levol. For this reason, it Is suggested that the analysis
of 9tudent pilot error according to task activity for each sequential step should
provide the most u-eful information. For these reasons, it seemed that Orror
isolation at the task activity level for each sequential step would be most con.-
sistent with what the instructor is able to observ

In this dimension, tha 68 task elements were collapsid into 41 "task acti--
vity by sequential step" categories For each category, probability estimates of
error Irequency, error persstenc.i, and error criticality were completed, A
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complete listing of these results is presented in Appc:ndix D. Table 4 presents
those categories in which the error frequency was .0, or greater. Although the
choice of .60 was arbitrary, it seemed that these reproisented the most significant
sources of error, Of the 41 groups contained in Appendix D, 24 are presented in J.
this table.

The five errors producing the highest frequency estimates occurred dur-
ing the maneuver set-up in the clearing turn and the spin/climbing recovery,
Maintaining a constant altitude while commencing the seoond cles.ring turn and
raising the nose throuuhout the turn so that the aircraft is in a 150 nose-up
attitude upon completion had the highest probability of ex',or frequency during
the set-up phase. Both errors required continuous control of the aircraft in the
pitch axis which involved control of elevator stick pressure, scan of the horizon
for proper nose attitude, and scan of both the airspeed an,'. altitude indicators,

During the two recovery phases, application of forward elevator stick
pressure to the neutral position, leveling the wings once rotation had ceased, and
raising the nose to the 100 knot climbing attitude were the most frequent errors,
Moving the stick forward to the neutral position involved the discrete use of
elevator pressure, Rolling the wings level was a continuout, activity requiring
the appropriate use of aileron pressure and the scan of the horizon for proper
angle of bank, Appropriate use of elevator pressure and scan for proper nse
attitude were involved in raising the nose to the 100 knot climbng attitude.

The most persistent errors were the maintenance of altitude when corn-
mencing the clearing turn, maintenance of proper angle of bank while raising
the nose throughout the clearing turn, and maintenance of balanced flight after
power addition during the climbing recovery. Each of thece four moit persistent
errors involved continuous control of the aircraft--one in the roll &..ris, one in
the yaw axis, and two in the pitch axis.

Specification of Criticality in the Spin

From Table 4, it is apparent that the most critical errors occur cur 4 ng
the Initiation, maintenance, and recovery from the spin itself. The two .rrors
with the highest criticality ratings involve. the discrete use of elevator pressure--
one during spin entry and the other during spin recovery. One of theso errors,
the application of forward elevator stick pressure during spin recovery, not only
had a high criticality estimate (.779) , but also a high frequency (.8771 . It is
likely that this one error may be the most important for the spin maneuver,

14
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Table 4

Most Significant Errors (Task Activity/Sequential Stop) Within the Spin Maneuver

Error E rror Error
Task pro-' .nis Criti.

Eri-or Descriptoion Activity qualncy telicl Cal ItyI Phase A -Maneuver set-up in) clearing turn

1. Scon area f or other aircraft when commencing the DS .742 .1131second cioering turn,
2. Roll the aircraft so as to establish 450 angle of banik CA .732 .197 .160

In file clearing turn.
3, Maintain a constant altiturl$.- when commencing the CP .907 .330 .455

second clearing turn.
4. Maintain 450 angale of batik in tho clearing turn, CR .891 .328 .224
a. Raisa the nose smoothly in tho clearing surn after CP .99.462 11313

throttle closure to establish the no~o 15 above thu
normal attitude and en airspeed of 75 knots or lees,.

a. Soon area int the clearingj turn for ol~hor aircraft. US .753 .247 .438

Phase B - Muneuver sat-up prior to rtali

7. Matintain the nose 150 ahove the niormal attitude CP .004 .256 .044
wheni rolling the wings level.

S. Maintain the nose 150 above the normal attitude ClP 1701 .250 .000
with th" wingus levol,

Phase C -Initiate and maintain spin

9. Apply full rudder pressure when t110 a~ircraft stalls DC .149 J127 1051
in the direction of the last clearing turn,

10, Apply full baok stick upon wpinl ntry. DC 1601 .1190 .116
III: Maintain full rudder prossuro Ill the first 3000 CV .610 .007 16000

splin turn,
12. Maintain full back stick In tho first 3000 s;Iil turn, CP .691 .060 011
13, Maintain full ruddop pressure in the second 3000 CY .6008 .085 1010

spinl tutlt,
14, Maintain full back stick fit the second 3600 spinl CP .6413 .127 .601

1s. Scan for the approach to the landmark for an mndi. 08 .784 .092 .605
cationi of the second 3000 turn,

Phase D - Initiate split) recovery

10. Scan landmark I r an indication of the wnound 3130o us .732 .113 .600
split turn.

17. Apply forward alovator stick pressure to the neutral DC .887 .233 .779
posit ioll,

118. Roll the wings level whean rotation of the aircraft c:A.876 .108 .024
coases.

Phase E - Initiate cilimibing recovery

19. Raise ti-. noo amootlaly prior to power addition to CP .056 .220 .1110
esahltb isft 100 knot Cli mb attitude,

20. Scan the airspeed indioator to onsuac raising the DS .091 .269 .507
nose prior to 140 knots,

21. Maintain thle wingts level while ralshinl the" atosq, CA .030 .177 .371
22. Scant the oil ptressure gauge for Indication prior to DS .71.174 .391

adding full power.
23. Maintain Itoe nose tit the 100 knot climb iattitude cl' .732 .211 .338

dtri.vj po-,'eP additiort,
24. Maintain L.anced flight during power addition, CY .742 .301 .250

D S -Discrete Spa'; DC ft Discrete Conitrol: CV Continuous Control in Yaw Axis; CH Conttinuous Control In Roý, Axis;
CP CoaltinllOUS Conklol In Pitch Axis.
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It is interesting to note that estimates of error persistence are lowest
during the initiation, maintenance and recovery from the spin, yet the criticality
eiitimates are the highest. This may be explained by the fact that, although they
have a low probability of occurrence during the later hops of Primary training,
their occurrence will most likely result in a student receiving a Below Average
or Unsatisfactory rating if they are committed, This high criticality rating is not X
too surprising since these two phases represent the essence of the spin man-
euver, ,rom the T.-34 Primay Maneuver Descr•iptiorl handbook (1) . Spins
develop your ability to recognize their entry and to recover piomptly and auto-
matically from unintentional spins, build confidence, and teach !:riontation irn -3
unusual attitudes", The remaining phases, proper set-.up in the clearing turn
and the climbing recovery, are not c'itical components within the Spin Maneuver,
A student receiving a Below Average or Unsat.factory rating for the execution
of the Spin ,vill most likely have committed errors during the initiation, main-
tonance, or recovery from the Spin itself,

One further point should he made. The estimates of criticality were for
single errors only, In practice, it usually occurs that the student will cnmit i
multiple errors, Unfortunately, the present data do not provide estimates in the
event multiple errors are committed, Nevertheless, the individual criticality
estimates do represent a lower bound Wii the event of such an occurrence. Car-
tainly, the likelihood of a B.low Average or Unsatisfactory rating will be
increased, By what amount, however, the data does not indicate, To compute
all combinations of errors is simply impractical although theoretically possible,

i *1.

Behavioral Definitions of Basic Airwork Headwork, and Procedures

' !For each task element group and task activity, the probabilities that the
error was perceived to involve Basic Airwork, Headwork, or Procedures were

!i• computed, These results are presented in ']'able 5. It iq apparent that those taskelement groups and task activities involving continuous control of the aircraft In

its three major axes are perceived by flight instructors to represent Basic Air�-
work skills. In most cases probabilities for these three task activities of being
rated HIeadwork or Procedures were quite low. Those task element groups
involving discrete control movements loaded most highly on the Procedures skill,
althouigh the discrimination among the three categories was not as great as that
for Basic Airwork. Those task element groups involving discrete visual
scanning responses were considered to represent Headwork skills,

From the consensus of instructors sampled, it would appear that poor
lieadwork can be defined as improper discrete visual scanning response patterns
which become manifested through inadequate monitoring and detection of potential

161
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Table 5

Analtsis of Type of Error by Task Activities and Task Element Groups Within the Spit Maneuver

Type of Error Probabilities

4 Task Activity/Task Elemient Group Description BAW HOWK PROC

Task Activity A . Continuous control it pitch axis (CP) .720 .128 .152

Task Elemient Groups:

I - Use levator pressure .678 .119 .200
2. Scan horizon for nobse attitude .793 .133 .074
3 . Scan airspeed Indicator .012 .164 .2244 - cott• altimeter ,800 ,099 ,033
5 - Trim elevator pressure .878 .098 .024

Task Activity 8 Continuous oonttol Ih roll axis (CR) .840 .089 .071

Task Elsment Groups:

1 . Usm alluren pressure .827 .083 .001
2 - Scan horizon for angle of bank 1850 .093 .058

Task Activity C - Continuous control In yaw oxib ICY) .822 .089 .088

Task Element Groups:

1 • Use rudder prussure .792 .08f9 ,120
2 Scean ball for balanued flight .070 .080 o044
3 Trim rudder pressure .820 .120 .060

Task Activity , Discrete control in all axes (OC) .283 .107 .521

Task Lisnvsnt Groups:at~
I - Us elevator praswura .384 .201h .411
2 - Use rudder pressure .288 .170 ,642
3, Use throttle control .032 .242 .720

Tosk Activity L . Discrete visual s•en (ODS) .l30 .tW3 .197

Task Element Groups:

1 . Seim area for other aircroft .1099 .10 .11,-
2 ., Sca Uresa for a particular potition .311 .22 .107
3 , Soan airspeted indlcator .323 .305 .292
4 . Scoa oll pressure gaugo .103 A4N0 .441

Sproblems, the failure to use sensory cues to detect display or environmental
•.• ' ochangeos, and poor anticipation of or planning for a future series of occurrences;,i.'-

Procedures can be defined as improper discrete control movement responses
• ~which become manifested in the omission oý: misordering of a required response--

aior series of responses, Basic Airwrork can be defined as improper continuouit

Sscanning/control movement responses which serve to control the aircraft in it,;,

three major flight axes, It involves poor perceptual-motor coordination cf hand/

eye/foot, Such empirically determined behavioral definitions of Basic Airwork,
Headwork, and Procedures should aid in the standardization of intructors' judg-

ments regardin- the meaning of these global terms,
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4,•

IMPLICATIONS 
4

e•ro The results of this investigation have identified those student flight
errors which are committed by the students during the Spin Maneuver in Primary

V flight training. Concerning specific error items, application of elevator control in
the clearing turn ,n order to maintain altitude immediately followed by raising the
nose to 150 above the norrial attitude during the maneuver set-up phase were
found to represent the areas of major student difficulty, However, the appli-
cation of forward elevator stick to the neutral position during the spin recovery
phase may be the single most important ezror in the Spin Maneuver due to its
high criticality estimate and a high estimate of error frequency,

The flight characteristics or skills (task element group) which are con-
sidered important to the Spin Maneuver have also been isolated, Continuous and
discrete use of the elevator contrc' had the highest probabilit. es of error fre-.
quency as well as the highest criticality ratings, while the most persistent

1." ,errors were continuous use of rudder and scanning the ball f-r balarJed flight,

The meaning of Basic Airwork, Procedures and Headwork were defined
according to type of activity beng performed, Heaawork and Procedures loaded
very heavily on discrete visual scanning responses and discrete control move-
ment responses, respectively, while Basic Airwork loaded on continuous control
of the aircraft in the three flight axes,

: .:Quite logically, error criticality appeared to be dependent upon the
essential portions of the Spin or the reasons whya Spin is taught, A Below
Average or Unsatisfactory grade was founr1 to result from an error during the
initiation, mainteoance, or recovery frorr the Spin itself.

"This isolation of error has several important Implications. First, a
diagnostic manual for incoming flight instructors and/or Rtudents might be
developed, In such a manual, information could be provided regal ding the Al

successful execution of the Spin Maneuver, the critical points at which students
are likely to encounter difficulty, and recommended types of remedial action.

Second, a revised rating form could be developed from those errors
listed in Table 4. The revised grading sheet could emphasize performance on
the most frequent errors within the Spin. This grading sheet hopefully would
give more empirical data concerning number of Spin Maneuvers performed in
Primary; the relationships between grade, hop, and error; and lastly, the vail-
dity of the questionnaire,
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Third, a model of error probability has been devised conce. iing student
performance on the Spin in Primary training. From these probabilities a per.-
ceptual-psychomotor test battery could perhaps be devuloped for the prediction
of performance on the Spin Maneuver prior to a student's arrival at VT-1. The
rE ulting test battery should represent an analog to the response configuration
required for the performance of a given component or phase within the Spin
Maneuver.

Fourth, a method has been devised along the dimei-sions of time and
type of behavior in a hierarchical manner for combJning the most elemental tasks
into meaningful categories. In this way human error in the Spin Maneuver was
analyzed in an apparently effective manner, Hopefully, the methods used in this
Investigation v ii serve as an aid for future studies into human error.

Lardy, the empirical definitions of Basic Airwork, Headwork, Ind 1, to--
cedures, % itch were outlined in this report, could be an aid to the instructor,
:nose defin tions and interpretations should help to standardize the instructors'
understanding of these terms and use of the grading system.
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APPENDIX A

This section contains the flight syllabus and number of flight hours

contained ii. Pre-Solo and Precision stages of Primary flight training
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•.:• ~ Primary flight training is divided into two stages, Pre-Solo and Pre- 1 •
"cision. Pre-Solo consists of dual instruction for the purpose of preparirg the

student pilot to fly solo while the Precision stage is directed toward inst, tqtion in
precision and acrobatic maneuvering. The Pre-Solo stage consists of I dual
instructional hops. By the ninth hop, all maneuvers have been introduced and
the student begins to prepare for his final check hop prior to solo. That is,
after Hop 9, the student should be able to execute all maneuvers without commit-

y,; ting any major errors. Hop 12 is the safe-for-solo check flight, t 1-d if con-
sidered safe by the instructor, the student will solo on Hop 13. .

The flight syllabus at VT-I consists of 26 instructional hours, 17.6
hours in Pre-Solo stage and 8. 4 hours in Precision stage. During this period of
training, the student receives 20.8 hours of dual instruction and 5. 2 hours of
solo flight time.

Beginning with Hop 4, the instructor rates a student's performanue on
each maneuver and procedure executed. For each graded item, he rates the stu-
dent's performance to be Above Average, Average, Below Average, or Unsatis-
factory. In addition to specific maneuvrrs and procedures, three global s -ills
must be graded- -Headwork, Basic Airwork, and Procedures.

The following is a description of Primary flight training in mid-1972
when the data were collected:

SYLLAIILS
IIEnIOn) DIE;SCRIlPTION HlOURS

HI-ItI.SOIO )S'rA(l, -

uli6 glage is devoted to d 1ul ilistrItioi for tilt! pupose of qualifying sMti,.
-dlIs to fly solo. It conlsimts of e neveI (I I) dual ilIShI'lstiio l flighitM, 011eW
(1) cheek flight, one (1) solo ('S-.13) Ili•,t. Fl, e sMtudent liall he-
i1ir.uhtihed in the fi,,idamiit ahs of good Oil'airluhiip, With em11phasis oil the
principles of altilude flihli, (oordiatlioini l of ontr'ols, II o o III, I sm, bami(-

sairwoik, e'ffeclive im o.' tl illk taI s, lild h1 l audifg teeli hlliMU.. 111 4 t! 811(1d
ishall also he taught 4tails, MI d pins, entry recognlition, and prope recovery

tee illique. Stlidenlts will perforni all pI,,viously itrodtced iaste'ial oil
"eaich Millih•etllelll flight.

"PS--I lnstrucltor iih'oduCepr,-fighi illMpC 1l iand cockpit fundami(n1 ials. 1.3
ii ~ ~ ~ ~ .- -1 -- Stf 1ue I 'uH~m mc'11 ('(1 ' ;i~i ilk~tiiit oi10 1 Will Will-ill-DUAL Studhi start e, h , lVisio o P

•~~~~~~~ I ...... _ ...



SY LLABIUSI
PEIODI l)I DESCR~ IPTION H______________lOURJlS

(1III&, read4, execute, 3and report check-off list (am1isled hy mttudent),Iuja.
taeofaid procee'4d to area3. Ins~tructo~r tintioduc8time Lu140jjj14 ffee I .p ce~oy.

trols, fundaluental fl ight attit(ides, and1( trays1i4)ioit. E'xplalin e.oluse ruleso iand
ppiojt out 11ronihien l aiidiusarkm, Use this fli if to .qjjeflt the sueti h
all.. liitrod uce taxiing after returnt to 114)111 tivld,

PS.2 Student eonduct )re-fIgtgI inlspectioni, start Il1id4 wari tltp en~gine, Studen t 1.13
DUAL,~ read~, executie, uni report chieck'off list. Review talxiinlg, t'11i14313114,tttl flight

attitudes, t (311141 i(11114, 31101 03 oriett~ion3), A11( COUR-804 rI'l~el, hl oduc fa I3ke-off ,
Wpen Ioi.l of aea~iw aild w 3131(1s tud oordl lialiou tiat3i~euver. Deiionstirate
iniktern ift5311 itt 'iy of atircraft. Steless (It(- pi'opt imeo 1154 4 1 ti~ 111 5 fall itllil
01tt itf C1(14'eai'4 11W.Ald(1 111 j)II3I~iZe tile utli OIHNut OfP11143ol4lrlig to 1.1 y te 3131NraN

bY thI' 3IPA1_il4,110(1.A

Ps3Sid l taxi tke otf and proceed434 to310. I! ViPV I)I'0Vi)lIN W01-14k 318 11044114 1 .31

stuen 1) eveopitde iiepatrofmn fiP5ll, observaion ofiltishide oindia
K I) JA I M3ions, hiit rouilot' rtepadingI, 111410 ti ig-liffC St,314 ITH Mei 40 14'lI 011 IIy.I Ill00 I (iigl

fire ilurtlig st33t'tlater niar3t,

4,P5-4 R OVIel pre'vioust1 work its il4'00S14U(y. ltilt 11(1110.3 I WeI'-Off 814140831, MI 411(131141 I.3
DU1 AL field1 k~l~ly, 1,11full. tfeltpI01t-a1lldgo 13111(141Iigs, W3IY-o4)tlt 31 )11yitil 13(lyl fild, a141

81t1i(II'ltrl field (1dpi ' tl)IIH '* , ln ts D 1 31 to I' t 1114 it'4 I. 110ii1 tilt e151fepi Ii
('ip114 o'1 )31 Ittitud f10IIighit am5 aplh~ie to, I I e14 xecutIio)n ) of' 131 11I(1111g. Sil1 oil I
fly 114)1111 field olIiy4)111- Iitis Ai3141Sl)M¶4 subsequen flighits R.evO~iew e 4igle f1'ire1 ill
flightI, 14114 ke ol 11111 31114)1, 31141 iit NO Annex,

PS.,, Rev i4W preious011 woik 315 ut,,4'11431t'. Iltroduce10 114-fa 11311) t 13111 and 3111414I111i 1. I3
DU11A Iud e1(4'(itIergell4¶y. I limtlI( 1.1toi I' thitioiistr133 wilid of141311( 0131 correction'' 141

PM 6 ~~Review electria fire1 1, getl~lert fa1 11ilureit, I.1,
PRo ~viel W prMu I0118wor)k 315 necessar31 y. t1411441114luc pIwI'-4 ff MtII 3111 341141111 hi3

DU1AL. tuih( (114 elie'-pi4'y. Revie w 41I joliplef l' '314 par31tia elgii falilure1311 (3111fittlI VIM 411-
t 3~~l4)t lie Inal3113itine4. )

Ps-, Reie II4' i rvjIW141 io wok its 11i4e145311'y. lIntrodluce4 j)I'4'i4i si0 I ,11 14,lIt31111h right , 1 .3

P5.81 Ite4vi4'MY p ri'vio;lS wor W I s i leve3114 iiil41 1y , hi 11 4' 0 ('1(11414-Wiv k it iii 3111i gg. IH (-'it. %V .3
IM1 I Al, 11111 liI1o, Ihrikl'1 fiilillIre thuIId Illklhtillýg,

DI. I Al, i('V ili', g ' ti4eV 1 111114 14 I llk Sl1 i 1 )(t4'1431 y liti I'll 1 t ilt- ~l wo rsIt' sp( i n 4 1 4)4 i' 14 It ci.1r

PM- II)I Review tlI'4'VI144114 woit i t s4 n1 cessar443i'y. I D i14.111'' I('314' 414 A id1 4 114' -1 st a ll t311311111 jH'(31' I .3
DU FAL, tiolal it, 1114' eic 4'llI'4 ll4 d 114' ysi-'IIt. lt'ie'v *3iv 4 lan ig wi'Ii 4)111' Ilik~ilt geatI

re4tracted4.4, 110)141, gearl retracted4' 44.

IS- 12 (11.4'tk al11 worIk iiii'iltr t 1444 ill 11141140 14111gil to 1414'1161W Iii1tl4' (Wiitht Ior 1112.10

le'st 4-1'rine itll' (13'r'4'li.
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SYLLIABULS 1
PERtIO DI DESClfIO T I'ON ______

It. Tlaxi stafely midtimue brakes corirectly,

c. Tlake off without excessive swerving. Use propeller, thirot tle, tald
land jg ge~ar eoiitrolii properly.

if. Recognt~itze stall conditiouts andi perform satisfactory recovl'ry fromo
stalls initr'oduced. l'erfonii satis 1INCtorly: SlOW-tlighk PI- pit:1etlu, Spills,
steep Iturns, and power-ofi spiralm.

e. D~emonstrate proper procedlure and good headiwork during slintilatedl
high. and1( low-altittidt eititrgeit'em.

f. lExeeute smufti ttill-flap tandt o.flol'all, Ilaniniig onl at Iard-surfaced runway.
All landings; must Ile Ili flthe firmt third of( t ie Irunway.

g. D~emonstrtate satisfactory drift (correction Iin eromm-wind~ landinkgs..

It. llxvilt itmilllliull f tree(3) l~iaiad logs, hICin(lul i g 01ne ( I) ftill .st op
landinlg at at Woo field, Performiili lket' (3) solti Iand lul! If e tsidei'ed safe. for.
4to by tlie ebel lt.

i.Make a suctessful approach aiull hi tid tog at1 11011We field andli 1-011111 101
flight hule,

j.Still) eighiie awl udectite co ekpi I t'otrrt ty.

4 P~~~[S. 1 3 PrcI'-lik leeigh. w rk ma uteuvers (aM etm onitd by illini s r tot) an l into. thle. I .3
4 ~~~~~S00 w () ~ ind luotidlogs. DO NO01 p roIilce t he follVowing Inti ii '1&vers: Spl ins. t' ommviI md

landinugs, suit iidaled enter oiieies. over fedl'l flghtI, or acrobatics, Student am tay
make at Iot al tI fotr 4 atad hugs wi ll, no Ilote !,taat six (0) iiplrodift8le, -

Pit lE(IS ION STIAGE,

Th iis stage coinsists of six (6) flights d evo ted to I lustrtoe tion anid p ract'tive in
prec4isio n atnd at obiat ie Itilt iteilvers, Thet si il fli ght1 is at pieisilo cbietk oil
nantulki~lvers ju i ti olct'd bil tis st age toldt plre-sol -i1,e Il heimtrust 14ol saiall

be at-1to anl evident e 'ii bee -halictal I lying by the stioleatl tal tak~e Much

P( N. I lteview crtiss-wivid hladings 114fillt - p revisuotl spill. li1trtitmite flt-e wivigoivt, 1.,5
DU1AL lop h 1 1111111 iitt al jtlit titem, vtilt'tgelutc Iandinig liltalt~i(', andtt recovery frlitli avi*

ti'ttlspills. IlluttodI:,ixne m1 itiInl lantliutigs. D~emtonstrate thatt split "5' tandt
it Ivewtvtf 8all,1 Make a ioltiiuitt Alit six 1(t) littidinlgm this flight. Rteview airl.

110-.2 lhntctiit* !viligiivets, loops, Atm1W flight , lpitlv'l'(f splirals, llie'4isiolilan 1111iugm, 1.3
S011 an( tmd work me' mtietldby the4 ilasiric tot,

IlCN.3 Smetot as lI(N.2 flight. Il'iiijulitis oilt plirvisio Ihoildintgs, 1,.3

l'(N.4 lt'view witugovet, loops, ttinusit~a 11tiatittles, Stalls. Spiuts. emiilergettvy land. 1.5
DOM I 1m 1t8't,' 111141 previsiolt lanidintgs, Dl'iomukstttit lItIti-l I-oil, ( CIaIII ,Wt'.
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SYLLABUS
PERIOD J)ESCILIPTION IIOURS

PCN.5 Practice all mancuvers introduced to the student, with empliasis on l)hiic 1.3
1SOLO airwork ;

PCN.6 Finial clheck on all maneuvers initroduced to lhe 8tudent in pre.olo anod l)r'- 1.5
DUAL eaaloai stageL. Include die following maneuvers:
CHIECK

a Steep turns

b. Slow I'light
(I. Power-off stall
d. Approach turn Mtall
e. Unumual attitudes, reew).ery from
f. Precision spill and accidental spin

Iiigh-altitude eiergeney
I I. Low-altitude finllergelmc.y
1. PIrec,,isit into-he-wtild liud cross-wind landimigs,

Elallnerge•ley lauding lpratice
S Wlimgovers
LIoop)
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APPENDIX B

This section contains an analyst'v of all task elements by

sequential steps within the Spin Maneuver

(68 elements/steps are listed)

•.N
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- ~Probabiilities For

*Taik F reor I rtrr Per. Type of Error Error
Description Activity F req t stone., SAW -HDWK - PFROC Criticality__

PHASE A MANEUVER SET-UP IN CLF.AR.

ING TURNI .
Stop 1. Commenice Second 450Cluarlng

Turn to the Right

a. Soon area to the right fot other us .742 .111 .200 .700 .100 .3611
aircraft,

b. Apply riglht elloaon stick pressure -.R .266 .1115 .923 .000 .077 .154
to etitablishi the proper angle of
batik.

a.Snel horizon for 450 angle of CA .680 .2U8 .906 .079 .016 .1524
bank,

d.Apply rlgls4 rudder pressure to CY .485 .362 .936 .004 .000 .149
d.maintain haleanced fI aligt,

*. Scan ball for balanced flight, CY .132( .649 .9137 .043 .000 .098
'1f. Apply back diswator stick pros.- CP .784 1310 .959 1027 .014 .355

curo to malintainl a constanit altl.
tude ithroughout the turn,

g. loanl altimeter f~t constarit alti. CP .039 .339 8139 .098 .033 .274
tude,

Ith Scan horlzixefor proper tiose C p .742 .278 .880 .086 .029 .370

a. Clot. throttle complutely. DC .278 .000 .037 .222 .7411 .2911
b. Apply eppropriate, rudder proz- CY .377 .303 .920 .006 .019 .054

sure to mintalitn balanceld filligt,

Stp3 Maintain Second Clearing 'rurn to the
900 Position
aAplback alevttor s~tick prossure ell .9213 .307 GLO. .100 .300 407

throughout thto turn to Smoaothly
raise the ntoe 150 above thll nor.

U medi fligt attitude.
b, Scan horlion for proper note atti. CP .670 .231 .8116 .065 .081 .41111

tude,
c. Scan the airspeed Indicator far the C P 1091 373 .63J6 .167 .107 .209

nitliappropriate rudder pries. C .4135 .302 .9115 .021 .004 .128
L. sure to maintnin balanced flight,

a. Snan bell for bolenced flight, CY 15013 1031 .416 .004 .0)21 A122

pressure to maidntain 450 angle of
banik.

U. Sean horizon for 450 onglel of bank. CR JA1B .280 .910 .0132 .000 .160
It. Scan for the approach to tho land. DS ,J1 .080 ,371 J) 14 .114 .200

mnark at 9100 poiitIon at Wurt
I.Scan area for other aircuraft, us .73 .247 .2134 .6000 .141 .4,48

PHASE B . MANEUVER SET-UP PRIOR TO
STALL

Step 4. Roll Wingt Lovel at the 900 Positoion of
the Second Clearing Turni

u. Scull landmark lit the 901) position DS .247 .083 .47/ .391 .130 .250
of the clearliti turn,

b. lApply loft aileron stilt~ pressure CR .103 .100 9000 .000 .100 .300
to level wings.I

c, Suanl horizon f or wing, level, CR .423 .14(3 .9163 .0530 .02121 .268
d. Apply loft rudder pressure to main. CV .4534 4553 .977 .023 .000 .114
a, Scane ball for br'tarcad flI gh t. CY .5130 .1310 .896 .003 .042 .082
f. Maintaini beck oluaWeo stick pro%- CP .1398 .241 .873 .0551 .073 .448

sure to maintain the inos 150 aohvu
the neormal flight attitude

*DS - Discrete Sculle; Dr-t Dimt~ete Cortral; CV Continuous Cuogtrol ill Yaw Axis; CR Continuous Control inl Roll Axis;I
CP - Contnuous Control ill Pitch Axii.



Probabilities Fo!

*Tek Error Error Per. Type of Er,or Error
Description .Aotivity Freq slatence BAW . HDWK - PROC Criticality

PHASE 8 • MANEUVER SET.UP PRIOR TO
STALL (Continued)

g. Scan horizon for 150 nobe.up CP ,598 .241 .810 .127 .0656 .460
attitude,

h, Scan oi'raceed indicator for approxi. CP .464 .267 .606 .116 .279 .378
mately 75 knots ( or les),

Step 6, Maintain The Noe 150 Above The
Normal Flight Attitude With The
Wings Level

a, Apply appropriate aileron atick CR .258 .240 1,000 .000 .000 .240pressure to maintain wing.i level,

b, Scan hericon for wings level, CR .330 .188 .903 .065 .032 .125
a. Apply Increasing back elevator stick CP .629 .262 .879 .052 .069 443

pressure to maintain the proper
nose attitude as the airspeed de.
creaes,

d. Sean horlson for proper no" CP .404 .311 .057 .095 .048 .400
attitude.

a. Apply appropriate rudder pres. CY .485 .383 1.000 .000 .000 .128
"sure to maintain balanced flight,

f. Scat bull for balanced flight. CY .404 .356 .009 .045 .045 .178

PHASE C . INITIATE AND MAINTAIN SPIN

Step 6, Apply Slight Right Rudder Proessre,
Just Prior to the Stwff In Order To
Set The Alroraft lin Unbalanced
Flight it the Direction of Spin

a. Apply dight right rudder pressure DC Is1i .140 .217 .109 .074 .300
to establish unbularncd flight to
the right.

Step 7, Apply Full Right Rudder Pressure
When Aircraft Stalls

"a. Apply full right rudder pressure OC .649 .127 .237 .254 .508 .651
to ostablisth a spin o tile right.

Step 8. Apply FuUI Bu A Stick Prasure

a. Apply full back stick pressure to DC .601 .119 .20 258 .510 .710
establish a prepor nosu .stltude

Inthle Win,.

Step 9. Maintain Spin Through First 3600
Turn

a, Scan landmark for an Indluation DS .515 .000 .271 .683 .146 ,560
of the first 3600 turn,

Ib. Maintain full right rudder pres- CY .019 .133 .339 .268 .393 .00
sure to maintain R %pi.,

a, Maintain full back stick pressure CP 1091 .104 .359 .250 .391 .657
to maintain the proper now
attitude it the spin.

Step 10, Maintain Spin Through Second
3600 Turn

ta. Scan 'ntr the approach to the land- DS .704 .092 .203 .553 .184 00
mark for An indication of the
second 3000 turn.

b. Maintain full right rudder pres- CY .601 .153 .278 .259 .463 .610
bute to maintain a spin.

c, Maintain full back stick pressure CI, .649 .206 .263 .246 .491 .651
to naintain the proper nose
_titude in the spin.
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Probablities For

*Tmk Error Error Per. Type of Error Error
Derlption Activyr PFrejq sietence BAW HOWK . P1OC CriticalltyI

PHASED . INITIATE SPIN RECOVERY

Step 11, Apply Left Rudder Pressura To The
Neutral Position to Initiate Recovery
at the Completion of Two Turns

a, Soon landmark for an indication Do .732 .113 .304 .493 .203 .606
of the second 3600 turn,

b. Apply eppropriate left rudder DC ,500 1061 .417 .125 .458 .694
pressure to Initiate spin recovery,

Step 12, Apply Porward Stick Pressure ToTeNeutral Position

a. Apply appropriate forward leI. DC .887 .233 .500 .167 .333 .779
vator stick pressure to Initiate
spln recovery,

Steop 13. Roll Wings Level When Rotation OfThe Aircraft Has Ceased

a. Apply epprrsiriste aileron stick CR .711 .203 .609 .203 .188 .652
proesure to level wings,.

b, Saari horiton for wings level, CA .732 .1169 .104 .141 .155 .563
a, Apply appropriate rudder preo. C .443 .442 .929 .024 .048 .163

suwe to maintain balanced
flight,

d. Scan ball for balanced flight, C .423 ,390 .825 .100 .075 .122

PHASE I. NINrlATE CLIfI'ING RECOVERY

Step 14, Raise the No"e to the 100 Knot
Climbing Attitude

a, Apply smooth back elevator stick C , 704 .211 .676 ,13b .189 .539
preosure to establislh a 100 knot
climbing nose attitude,

b. Scan horizon for proper nose C ,P bla .240 .083 .271 .146 .300
attitulde.

a. Maintain appropriate aileron CR .464 .200 .810 .091 .091 .378
stick paeaaure to maintain
wings level,

da Saari horizon for wings level, CR .474 .190 .791 .116 .093 .326
.e Maintain appropriate rudder CV .423 .390 .992 .054 ,X54 ,09o

pressure to maintain balanced
flight,

fS caan ball for balanced flight, CV .443 .,12 .821 .128 .061 .093
U. Scan airspeed indicator for 140 DS .691 .269 .323 .385 .292 .507

knots (or loss)

Step 11t, Check Oil Pressure Gauge to Insurr
That the Pressure Is Above Minimum
Indication

a. Scan oil premure gauge for Inil. DS .711 .174 .103 .456 .441 .391
cation.

Stop 10, Add Pull Power to Commence A
Climb

a. Advance throttle full forward. DC .371 .056 .029 .207 .714 .500
b. Apply forward elevator stick CP .351 .147 .079 .091 .030 .170

pressure to maintain proper nose
attitude during power Increase.

a. Scaai airspeed Indicator for 100 CP .443 .116 .581 .209 .209 .209
knots.

d. Scon horizon for proper nose CP .485 .149 .702 .191 .106 .277
attitude,

a. Trim nose down to relieve pres CP .423 .190 .870 .099 .024 .122
sure on the elevator control.

f, Apply right rudder pressure to C .598 .259 .897 .052 .052 .155
maintain balanced flight during
power increase,
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Prohab~lities Fur

*Tmk Elrror Error Per. Type of Error Error
Deeuription Activity Freq sistene. SAW - HOWK -PROC Criticality

Step 16, Add Pull Power to Commence A
Climb lConlinuisd)

loaSen ball for balanced f light. CV .516 .240 .760 .160 .060 .240
i.Trim appropriate rudder to CV .536 JOE .820 .120 .060 .250

relieve pressure on the rudder
'I~ntrol. 9 .31. Appiy appropriate alearon stiek CR .227 .045 .900 .00).0116

nomeure to mnaintain wings
jSoan horizon for wing: level, CA .237 .043 .9117 M'3 .000 .174
kSoon area for other aircraft, 08 .615 200 .120 .780 .100 .600
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APPENDIX C

This Section contains the Foreword, Instructions, Biographical

Information and Maneuver Presentation as outlined

In the Task Analysis Questionnaire,

U



I. 1 Foreword
A

There are certain T-34 maneuvers taught at VT-1 which cont!nually give
students a great deal of trouble. On the basis of the number of Below Average
and Unsatisfactory ratings which VT-1 instructors have assigned to students over

Z the past couple of years, six maneuvers were selected which appeared to be most
critical within the primary training flight syllabus, For each of these six
maneuvers, a task analysis was completed which attempted to define exactly what
"the hand, foot, and eye are doing for each major step of the maneuver,

The emphasis of this task aaalysis questionnaire is on student error
isolation and classification, This questionnaire will provide information con-
cerning: (1) what types of errors students most often make; (2) frequency of
such errors; and (3) the length of time it usually requires for the student to cor-
rect such errors,

The results of this investigation should be able to: (1) define student
flight characteristics or skills which are critical to each maneuver; (2) identify
th, se student flight errors which are continually performed by the students: (3)
develop remedial techniques to be used by the instructor which are based on a
student's typical and continuous flight errors; (4) standardize the meanings of
the terms Headwork, Basic Airwork, and Procedures; (5) establish a basis for
the dbvelopment of a flight test battery which will be used for the prediction of
student flight ability prior to hit arrival at VT-1.

The success of this effort will depend on the cooperation of instructors
responding to the following maneuver analysis. Hopefully, the final results will
provide a better training system for the student pilot and a training aid for the
instructor.

2. Instructions

A. Fill in the Biographical Information on page iv.

B. This error analysis inventory is divided into six critical maneuvers,
They include: (1) Approach Turn Stall; (2) Spin; (3) High Altitude Emergency;
(4) Slow Flight; (5) Standard Field Entry; and (6) Fu!l .'lap Approach, Landing,
and Take-off. Of these maneuvers, two were selected for this initial investigation
(Maneuver I: Spin; Maneuver II: Full Flap Approach, Landing, Take-off).
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C. Each maneuver has been broken down into a number of sequential
phahss. In the inventory, these are numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. Within each of
these phases are a number of scanning responses and control movements which
must be performed concurrently. These items are lettered a, b, c, etc . These

items comprise the basis for this error analysis inventory. An error for this
inventory is defined as a failure to successfully perform those concurrent
responses which are an essential part of each sequential phase. You are to rate
each of these "potential" errors along six dimensions:

(1) First, does the item truly represent a student error by the
average student at VT-i? If the item is a student error, check the first box and
proceed with ratings on the next three dimensions, If the item is not a student
error, leave the first box blank (as well as the ratings on the three dimensiuns),
and proceed to the next item below.

(2) The first dimension concerns the hop number of which the
error is normally corrected. If corrected on the introductory hops--that is, on
hops 4, 5, 6, or 7 --- mark "I". Flights 8-12 are the last graded hops for the pre-
solo stage, while 14, 17, and 19 are the three graded hops for the precision stage.
Simply mark the hop on which the error is generally corrected,

(3) Categorize the error according to type, If the item were to be
graded by itself, under which of the three listed items under "Type of Error"
would you place the error? Mark "B" if you feel it is a Basic Airwork error, "H"i

if it is a Headwork error, or "P" if it is a Procedural -ror. Pick only one item,
If the error falls under more than one type, pick the o ie most commonly graded
cf the three kypes.

(4) Rate the error as either critical or noncritical. Mark the error
as critical or "C" if its occurrence (when taken by itself) seriously affects the
performance of the entire maneuver, or if the item is an essential part of the
maneuver. In other words, does the student normally rec eive a below averuge.
or an unsatisfiictorZ grade for this error? Mark non-critical or 'NC" if the
opposite is true.

C-2
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No

3. Biographical Informatiun

A. NAME ________SERVICE NO. ______

Last First Middle

SERVICE ______RANK NUMBER OF YEARS

(Navy, Marine, CG) IN SERVICE______

B. INSTRlUCTOR TRAINING EXPERIENCE

INSTRUCTOR NUMBER ____ MONTHS AT VT-i _______

NO. OF INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS -- LIGHT OR DEPT.______

NO. OF STUDENTS COMPLETED ________

C. FLEET EXPERIENCE

SQUADRON NO. TYPE AIRCRAFT NUMBER OF~ HOURS
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4, Maneuver Presentation

MANEUVER I: SPIN (TO THE RIGHT)

A, Prior to Maneuver

1, Scan altimeter for 4500' minimum altitude,

2, Perform stall checklist,

3, Report checklist complete and the quantity of fuel onboard,

4. Select a landmark to be used as a reference for completed
turns during the spin,

ri, Trim aircraft,

6. Perform one level 450 clearing turn in either direction
for 900,

413, Maneuver (this material is presented in Appendix 13, and contains
the 08 task elements given to the flight instructors in questionnaireI context)

0 ,.., Maneuver Completed

1I, Aircraft i1 In a 1.00 knot climb,

2. Aircraft is trimmed,

* -
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APPENDIX D

This section contains an analysis of all task activities by sequential

steps within the Spin Maneuver

(41 activities/ steps are listed)

*!.,i I
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Probabllitles Fot

Error Error Pers. Type of Irror Error
Description F_ q sistence SAW . HDWK PROC Criticality

PHASE A . MANEUVER SET.UP IN CLEARING TURN

Step 1. Commence a Second 450 Clearing Turn to the Right

a, Continuous control.pitch axis .907 .330 .907 .060 .025 .455
b, Continuous control.roll axis .732 .197 .890 .077 .033 .169
a, Continuous control.yaw axis .58 .456 .947 .053 .000 .158
d. Discrete scan .742 .083 .200 .700 .100 .361

Step 2. Close the Throttle After Commencing the Second
Clearing Turn

e, Continuous control.yaw axis .577 .357 .926 .056 .019 .054
b. Discrete control .278 .000 .037 .222 .741 .296

Step 3, Maintain Second Clearing Turn to the 900 1Position

a. Continuous control.pi.t.h axis .959 .452 .683 .110 .206 .559
b, Continuous control-roll axis .691 .328 .935 .056 .009 .224
a, Continuous control.yaw axis .536 .481 .915 .043 .043 .136
d. Discrete scan .814 .241 ,292 .575 .132 .468

PHASE B. MANEUVER SET-UP PRIOR TO STALL

Step 4. Roll Wings Level at the 900 Position of the
Second Clearing Turn

a, Continuous control.pitch axis .804 .250 .779 ,096 .124 ,474
b. Continuous control.roll axis .423 .122 ,920 .040 ,040 .268
c, Continuous control.yow axis .588 .491 .934 .044 ,022 .123
Discrete scan .247 .042 ,479 .391 .130 ,250

Step 5. Maintain the Noss 150 Above The Normal
Flight Attltildo With the Wings Level

a, Continuous ountrol.pitch axis .701 .250 .870 .070 ,060 .500
b, Continuous control.roll axis .371 .167 305 .036 ,016 194
c, Continuous control-yaw axis .536 .404 .958 .022 .022 .231

PHASE C - INITIATE AND MAINTAIN SPIN

Step 6. Apply Slight Right Rudder Presure, Just Prior
to the Stall in Order to Sit The Aircraft In
Unbalanced Flight hi the Direction of Spin

a. Discrete control .515 .060 ,217 .109 .674 .360

Step 7. Apply Full Right Rudder Pressure Whln Air.
craft Stalls

"a. Discrete control .649 .063 .237 .254 .508 .651

Step 8, Apply Full Back Stick Pressure

a, Discrete control .691 .045 .22t1 .258 .16 ,716

Step 9. Mointsin Spin Through First 3600 Turn

a. Continuous control.pitch axis .91 .000 .359 .250 .391 .657
b, Continuous control.yaw axis .619 .067 .339 .268 .393 .600
c, Discrete scan .515 .020 .271 .503 .140 ,560

Step 10. Maintain Spin Through Second 3600 Turn

a. Continuous contro1 .pitch axis .649 .127 .263 .246 .491 .651
b. Continuous control-yaw axis ,608 ,065 .278 .259 .463 .610
c, Discrete scan .784 .092 .263 .553 .184 .605
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Probabilities For

Error Error Pets. Type of Error Error
Oeseription Preq Alsten** SAW . HOWK • PROC Criticality

PHABE 0. INITIATE SPIN RECOVERY

Step 11. Apply Left Rudder Pressure tu the Neutral Posi.
tion to hil1tiste ReMovery at the Completion of
Two Turns

a, Oisrete lsan .732 .099 .304 .493 .203 ,806
b. ODisrete control .00 .061 .417 .125 .458 .694

Stop 12, Apply Forward Stick Pemure to the Neutral
Position

a, Discrete control .887 .209 .500 .167 .333 .779

Stop 13. Roll Wings Level When Rotation of the Aircraft
Has Coned

a. Continuous dontrol-roll axis .870 ,10i .067 .171 .171 .824
b, Continuous Lontroloyew axis A4GA .422 ,178 ,061 ,061 ,175

PHASE I • INITIATE CLIMBING RECOVERY

Step 14, Raise the Nose to the 100 Knot ClImbIn4
Attitude

a, Continuous control.pitoh axis .860 .220 6039 .180 172 ,518
b. Continuous controi.roll axis ,63 .177 ,805 103 .092 .371
c, Continuous control.yow axis .59 .408 .956 .092 ,013 ,102
d. Discrete soan ,691 .239 323 .385 292 .507

Step 15, Check Oil Presaure OGuge to Insure That The
Prmeaura is Above Minimum Indication

a, Discrete •san .711 .159 .103 .456 .441 .391

Step 16. Add Full Power to Commenue a Climb

a. Contlnuous control-plt3h axis .732 ,211 .750 .152 0908 .338
b. Continuous control.roll axis .299 .034 .933 .022 ,044 .207
a, Continuous control.yaw axis .742 .361 .029 .108 .063 .2150
d, Discrete saon ,515 ,200 .120 .780 .100 .500
e, Discrete control .371 .020 .02 .2517 .714 .500
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